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Royal Naval Air Service Pilot 1914–18
"Told in graphic novel format, the story of Manfred von Richthofen--better known as the Red Baron--from
his beginnings as a cavalry member and a pilot-in-training to his death at the age of twenty-five and his
enduring legacy"--

Pretty Boy - If I Come After You Beware 'Cos Hell's Coming With Me
A fascinating look at three of the greatest Canadian pilots in the First World War. Alan McLeod, from
Stonewall, Manitoba; Andrew McKeever, from Listowel, Ontario; and Donald MacLaren, originally from
Calgary, Alberta, were daring and talented pilots. Although decidedly different from each other — in
personality, in the planes they flew, and in their contributions to the war effort — they shared a strong sense
of duty and a passion for flying, performing remarkable deeds in primitive planes, when aviation was in its
infancy. One hundred years after they flew and fought for king and country, Masters of the Air brings these
three men to life, detailing their development as pilots, battles in the air, and near-death experiences Like
thousands of others, these three men answered the call to fight for the British Empire. And in the skies of
Europe, they achieved greatness.

Aces of the Air
Unclassified accounts of known nuclear weapons accidents.

No Parachute
The Sopwith Pup was the forerunner of the hugely successful Sopwith Camel, which duly became the most
successful fighter of World War 1. The first proper British fighting scout, the first Pups – the Royal Naval
Air Service – arrived on the Western Front in 1916. Although regarded as a 'nice' aeroplane to fly, pilots
who used it in combat gained much success during the first half of 1917. The Royal Flying Corps also used
the Pup from January 1917 onwards, with the final combats with the machine occurring in December of that
year. This book describes the combat careers of the successful Pup aces, how they flew and how they fought.

Immelmann
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My Decade at Old Sun, My Lifetime of Hell
Issued also in French under title: Les guerriers intrepides.

Mannock
The mythic community created within these poems is populated with larger-than-life characters: lovers,
murderers, musicians, and muses. Winner of the Archibald Lampman Award for Poetry, Whylah Falls has
inspired a drama, a stage play, and a feature film, One Heart Broken into Song. This Tenth Anniversary
Edition includes "Apocrypha" - a section of previously unpublished poems - and an introduction by Clarke.

Now You Know — Heroes, Villains, and Visionaries
Presents the story about two World War I ace fighter pilots; one German, the other, French. They both use
their deadly skills against each other.

Raymond Collishaw and the Black Flight
Canadian and British airmen engaged in fierce and deadly battles in the skies over Europe during the Second
World War. Those who survived often had to overcome incredible obstacles to do so. These painstakingly
researched stories will enable you to feel what veterans endured while young men in the air war against Nazi
Germany.

Flying Magazine
Centred around one of Canada’s most storied regiments, Seven Days in Hell tells the epic story of the men
from the Black Watch during the bloody battle for Verrières Ridge, a dramatic saga that unfolded just weeks
after one of Canada’s greatest military triumphs of the Second World War. O’Keefe takes us on a heartpounding journey at the sharp end of combat during the infamous Normandy campaign. More than 300
soldiers from the Black Watch found themselves pinned down, as the result of strategic blunders and the fog
of war, and only a handful walked away. Thrust into a nightmare, Black Watch Highlanders who hailed from
across Canada, the United States, Great Britain and the Allied world found themselves embroiled in a mortal
contest against elite Waffen-SS units and grizzled Eastern Front veterans, where station, rank, race and
religion mattered little, and only character won the day. Drawing on formerly classified documents and rare
first-person testimony of the men who fought on the front lines, O’Keefe follows the footsteps of the ghosts
of Normandy, giving a voice yet again to the men who sacrificed everything in the summer of 1944.

Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea Retold For Kids (Beginner Reader Classics)
Intrepid Warriors
A Short History of Air Power
This resource offers instructors a full palette of strategies for teaching social justice concepts across subject
areas from kindergarten through college. Dividing its content between elementary, adolescent, and adult
learners, the book analyzes the classroom experience as a powerful means of challenging stereotypes and
supporting inclusion, respect, and equity. History, language arts, literature, and social studies, as well as
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mathematics and science are shown as platforms for tying critical thinking to moral behavior. And while
professional development underlies all chapters in the text, special areas such as technology, curriculum
design, recognizing student demographics, and raising social justice awareness in school culture are
spotlighted. Among the topics covered: Reframing social justice for the adult learner. The politics of
“being”: faculty of color teaching social justice in the college classroom. Stories of social justice from the
kindergarten classroom. Critical literacy and multicultural literature. The shaming: creating a curriculum that
promotes socially-responsible online engagement. Literacy is a civil write: the art, science, and soul of
transformative classrooms. For educators and education researchers involved in the field, Social Justice
Instruction unlocks the potential for imparting progressive ideas along the educational spectrum. The
strategies here model a humanist perspective that will serve learners both in and outside the classroom.

Broken Arrow
A biography of one of Germany’s pioneers in aerial combat: “a great read” (Internet Modeler). Max
Immelmann was born in Dresden, the son of a container factory owner. When World War I started,
Immelmann was recalled to active service, transferred to the Luftstreitk fte, and sent for pilot training in
November 1914. He was on his way to becoming a legendary flying ace. Initially stationed in northern France
as a reconnaissance aviator, he was shot down by a French pilot but managed to land safely behind German
lines. He was decorated with the Iron Cross, Second Class for preserving his aircraft. Later in 1915, he
became one of the first German fighter pilots, quickly building an impressive score of victories as he became
known as The Eagle of Lille, Der Adler von Lille. Known for the aerial combat maneuver that bears his name;
for the use of a machine gun synchronized to fire forward through the propeller arc; and for his association
with the Fokker Eindecker, Germany’s first fighter aircraft, Immelmann was the first pilot to be awarded the
Pour le Mérite, Germany’s highest military honor—which became colloquially known as the “Blue
Max” in the German Air Service. Along with Oswald Boelcke and other pilots, Immelmann was one of the
main instigators of the Fokker Scourge, which inflicted heavy losses upon British and French aircrews during
1915. He was credited with fifteen victories—the final one coming on March 30, 1916. This Casemate edition
of Max Immelmann’s biography does not change a word from the original 1930 edition, but for the first
time, reworks the original type and page layout to provide a beautiful and highly readable new treatment to
this classic of aviation literature.

Population Health: Behavioral and Social Science Insights
Chronic respiratory diseases, such as asthma and chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, kill more than 4
million people every year, and affect hundreds of millions more. These diseases erode the health and wellbeing of the patients and have a negative impact on families and societies. This report raises awareness of the
huge impact of chronic respiratory diseases worldwide, and highlights the risk factors as well as ways to
prevent and treat these diseases.

Air Command
Presenting four books in the popular and exhaustive trivia series. In these Doug Lennox’s brain-teasers
focus on famous figures, both real and mythological, dealing with kings and queens, villains, Canada’s
heroes, and dastardly pirates. Questions answered include: What is the difference between a pirate and a
privateer? What royal family in the world today has ruled the longest? How did Tom Longboat astound the
world in 1907? What caused Moses to break the tablets of the Ten Commandments? and hundreds more.
Includes Now You Know Pirates Now You Know Royalty Now You Know Canada’s Heroes Now You
Know the Bible
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Social Justice Instruction
Dazed and Confused is one of the UK's most respected style magazines and was formed in 1994 as a group
voice for London's exploding creative scene. The book is the essential collection of some of the most original
and ground breaking imagery that has been created in the 90s, along with a vision of fashion and art
photography of the future. It has grown into the defining insiders' publication with a circulation of 60,000
and a worldwide readership. Covering music, fashion, art, film, photography and, writing. Contributors
include Nick Knight, Chapman brothers, Paul McCarthy, Gillian Wearing, Rankin, Phil Poynter, Mat
Collishaw, Sam Taylor Wood, Marc Quinn, Jack Webb and Nick Waplington. Designed by David James.
"Dazed & Confused is a flashy train-wreck of fashion, art, movies, music, pictures, words, bodies and brains."
- Barbara Kruger 7 x 10" Approximately 200 color and b/w images

Wrestling with Colonialism on Steroids
Marion Aten's account of the little-known intervention by the RAF in aid of the White Armies during the
Russian Civil War began in 1919.Originally published in 1961, this edition includes extensive annotations to
the original text and previously unpublished photographs taken during the campaign.

Cross & Cockade Journal
Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea is one of the most thrilling books ever wrote…but it’s also
difficult for some younger readers. This book takes the classic novels and retells it for modern readers as a
beginning reader chapter book! The story tells of the adventures of Captain Nemo and his submarine
Nautilus in a way that beginning readers can understand. KidLit-O’s newest series helps introduce younger
readers to classic works of literature by retelling them as beginning reader chapter books.

Seven Days in Hell
A CBC BOOKS MUST-READ NONFICTION BOOK FOR BLACK HISTORY MONTH Smartly dressed
and smiling, Canada’s Black train porters were a familiar sight to the average passenger—yet their minority
status rendered them politically invisible, second-class in the social imagination that determined who was and
who was not considered Canadian. Subjected to grueling shifts and unreasonable standards—a passenger
missing his stop was a dismissible offense—the so-called Pullmen of the country’s rail lines were denied
secure positions and prohibited from bringing their families to Canada, and it was their struggle against the
racist Dominion that laid the groundwork for the multicultural nation we know today. Drawing on the
experiences of these influential Black Canadians, Cecil Foster’s They Call Me George demonstrates the
power of individuals and minority groups in the fight for social justice and shows how a country can change
for the better.

The Red Battle Flyer
Roy Shaw is the ultimate hardman, he has a cult status and commands a respect that few, even in the violent
world he moves in, can equal. He was the original Guv'nor, and the great rival of Lenny McLean. Roy's
words speak for themselves: I'm Roy Shaw. Maybe my name means nothing to you. Why should it? I'm no
actor, no showman, no wannabe celebrity. I'm not loud or brash and I don't huff or puff or growl at anyone,
but I live by a merciless code. For me violence is simply an accepted part of my profession - the profession of
violence. I don't exaggerate the violence I have inflicted. I can't excuse it and I certainly won't apologise for it.
If that makes me the devil, then the devil I am - I haven't got horns sticking out of my head or cloven hooves
and a tail, but if you're unlucky enough to have me coming after you then beware - "cos hell's coming with
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me.

Surviving the Paraphrase
In 1914 the Naval Wing of the Royal Flying Corps was subsumed into the Royal Naval Air Service (RNAS).
With the bulk of the Royal Flying Corps engaged in France, the aircraft and seaplane pilots of the RNAS
protected Britain from the deadly and terrifying Zeppelin menace. In 1915 the RNAS sent aircraft to support
the operations in the Dardanelles, and also gave increasing support to the Royal Flying Corps units engaged
on the Western Front, conducting reconnaissance, intelligence gathering and artillery spotting, bombing
raids, and aerial combat with German pilots. This book explores all of these fascinating areas, and charts the
pioneering role of the RNAS in military aviation.

Canada's Fighting Airmen
For decades, the Inuit of northern Qu bec were among the most neglected people in Canada. It took The
Battle of James Bay, 1971-1975, for the governments in Qu bec City and Ottawa to wake up to the disgrace.
In this concise, lively account, Zebedee Nungak relates the inside story of how the young Inuit and Cree
"Davids" took action when Qu bec began construction on the giant James Bay hydro project. They fought
in court and at the negotiation table for an accord that effectively became Canada's first land-claims
agreement. Nungak's account is accompanied by his essays on Nunavik history. Together they provide a
fascinating insight into a virtually unknown chapter of Canadian history.

Flying to Victory
My Decade at Old Sun, My Lifetime of Hell is a simple and outspoken account of the sexual and
psychological abuse that Arthur Bear Chief suffered during his time at Old Sun Residential school in
Gleichen on the Siksika Nation. In a series of chronological vignettes, Bear Chief depicts the punishment,
cruelty, abuse, and injustice that he endured at Old Sun and then later relived in the traumatic process of
retelling his story at an examination for discovery in connection with a lawsuit brought against the federal
government. He returned to Gleichen late in life—to the home left to him by his mother—and it was there
that he began to reconnect with Blackfoot language and culture and to write his story. Although the terrific
adversity Bear Chief faced in his childhood made an indelible mark on his life, his unyielding spirit is evident
throughout his story.

The Hanging of Angélique
The purpose of this book is to gain a better understanding of the multitude of factors that determine longer
life and improved quality of life in the years a person is alive. While the emphasis is primarily on the social
and behavioral determinants that have an effect on the health and well-being of individuals, this publication
also addresses quality of life factors and determinants more broadly. Each chapter in this book considers an
area of investigation and ends with suggestions for future research and implications of current research for
policy and practice. The introductory chapter summarizes the state of Americans’ health and well-being in
comparison to our international peers and presents background information concerning the limitations of
current approaches to improving health and well-being. Following the introduction, there are 21 chapters
that examine the effects of various behavioral risk factors on population health, identify trends in life
expectancy and quality of life, and suggest avenues for research in the behavioral and social science arenas to
address problems affecting the U.S. population and populations in other developed and developing
countries around the world. Undergraduate and graduate students pursuing coursework in health statistics,
health population demographics, behavioral and social science, and heatlh policy may be interested in this
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content. Additionally, policymakers, legislators, heatlh educators, and scientific organizations around the
world may also have an interest in this resource.

Global Surveillance, Prevention and Control of Chronic Respiratory Diseases
Canadian Forces Sentinel
Fighting the Flying Circus
No.10 Squadron of England's Royal Naval Air Service was formed at St. Pol, a suburb of Dunkerque, in
February 1917, as part of the rapid naval aviation expansion programme required by the Royal Naval Air
Service's commitment to assist the Royal Flying Corps on the Western Front. Seconded to the Royal Flying
Corps and initially flying the "state of the art" Sopwith Triplane, the squadron's predominantly Canadian
pilots established an enviable reputation and created the legend of the Black Flight that is still discussed today.
A change in aircraft to the Sopwith Camel at the end of August, kept the squadron at the cutting edge of
technology, but a major disagreement over carrying out the Royal Flying Corps orders resulted in an
unscheduled return to Naval control in October. The squadron remained under Naval control until the April
1, 1918, when the Royal Naval Air Service and the Royal Flying Corps were amalgamated into the fledgling
Royal Air Force. This volume provides the detailed history of this squadron's activities, combat claims,
accidents and fatalities, aircraft and markings, pilots, and ground officers. 100 b/w photographs

Masters of the Air
The essays collected here have been written against the background of Davey's long and close intellectual
engagement with the major critical issues of his day(and) provide a clear sense of his very substantial
contribution to contemporary criticism in Canada To critical theory he has added his voice on behalf of postmodernist writing, and perhaps as clearly as any other writer has articulated the theory of post-moderism. He
has given our criticism its contemporary voice, its sound and its rhythms, and to the mood of our most
recent critical writing added his generous and welcoming spirit. A writer on the side of life, he has spoken for
life and vitality as an active engaged spirit of our time.

The Red Baron
Includes Aerial Warfare During World War I Illustrations Pack with 115 maps, plans, and photos. “There is
no bitter snarl nor self-pity in this classic novel about the air war of 1914-1918, based very largely on the
author’s experiences. Combat, loneliness, fatigue, fear, comradeship, women, excitement — all are built
into a vigorous and authentic structure by one of the most valiant pilots of the then Royal Flying Corps.
REVIEWS ‘The greatest novel of war in the air.’—Daily Mail ‘Beautifully written with a poet’s eye as
well as a pilot’s eye.’— Southern Evening Echo ‘The only book about flying that isn’t
flannel.’—Anonymous Fighter Pilot ‘Not only one of the best war booksbut as a transcription of reality,
faithful and sustained in its author’s purpose of re-creating the past life he knew, it is unique.’—Henry
Williamson, author of Tarka the Otter.”-Print ed.

In the Company of Eagles [sound Recording]
The definitive biography of the WWI fighter pilot Edward “Mick” Mannock—and a revealing
investigation into his mysterious fate. Although he was arguably the highest scoring RAF fighter pilot of the
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First World War, Edward “Mick” Mannock’s life, particularly his death, is still shrouded in mystery.
Did he achieve as many victories as are sometimes ascribed to him? How did he die? Where did he die? And
more pertinently, where do his remains now lie? Investigative historians Norman Franks and Andy Saunders
have assessed all the evidence and cut through the speculation to build a complete picture of the man and his
achievements as a fighter pilot. Having unearthed much new and enlightening information, they present a
truly balanced overview of his life—and also reveal for the first time exactly where he fell in battle a century
ago. Includes photographs

A History of No. 10 Squadron
"Edited by Barry Ketley; Colour artwork by David Howley; Badges by Mark Rolfe; Maps by Steve Longland;
Design by Hikoki Publications; Printed in Great Britain by Hillmans, Frome, Somerset"--T.p. verso.

Sopwith Pup Aces of World War 1
Autobiography of a Canadian fighter pilot who rose to become an air vice-marshall in the R.A.F.

They Call Me George
Winged Victory [Illustrated Edition]
Canadian-born flying ace Raymond Collishaw (1893–1976) served in Britain’s air forces for twenty-eight
years. As a pilot in World War I he was credited with sixty-one confirmed kills on the Western Front. When
World War II began in 1939, Air Commodore Collishaw commanded a Royal Air Force group in Egypt. It
was in Egypt and Libya in 1940–41, during the Britain’s Western Desert campaign, that he demonstrated
the tenets of an effective air-ground cooperation system. Flying to Victory examines Raymond Collishaw’s
contribution to the British system of tactical air support—a pattern of operations that eventually became
standard in the Allied air forces and proved to be a key factor in the Allied victory. The British Army and
Royal Air Force entered the war with conflicting views on the issue of air support that hindered the success of
early operations. It was only after the chastening failure of Operation Battleaxe in June 1941, fought
according to army doctrine, that Winston Churchill shifted strategy on the direction of future air
campaigns—ultimately endorsing the RAF's view of mission and target selection. This view adopted
principles of air-ground cooperation that Collishaw had demonstrated in combat. Author Mike Bechthold
traces the emergence of this strategy in the RAF air campaign in Operation Compass, the first British
offensive in the Western Desert, in which Air Commodore Collishaw’s small force overwhelmed its Italian
counterpart and disrupted enemy logistics. Flying to Victory details the experiences that prepared Collishaw
so well for this campaign and that taught him much about the application of air power, especially how to
work effectively with the army and Royal Navy. As Bechthold shows, these lessons learned altered the Allied
approach to tactical air support and, ultimately, changed the course of the Second World War.

Amazing Airmen
Ever wondered what it would be like to fly a biplane or triplane in the First World War? Raymond Collishaw
and the Black Flight takes you to the Western Front during the Great War. Experience the risks of combat
and the many close calls Collishaw had as a pilot, flight commander, and squadron leader. Understand the
courage Collishaw and his fellow flyers faced every day they took to the air in their small, light, and very
manoeuvrable craft to face the enemy. As the third-highest-scoring flying ace among British and colonial
pilots in the First World War, scoring 60 victories, Collishaw was only surpassed by Billy Bishop and Edward
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Mannock. This book traces Collishaw's life from humble beginnings in Nanaimo, British Columbia, to
victories in the skies over France.

Last Train Over Rostov Bridge
From the young airmen who took their frail machines high above the trenches of World War I and fought
their foes in single combat there emerged a renowned company of brilliant aces - among them Ball, Bishop,
McCudden, Collishaw and Mannock - whose legendary feats have echoed down half a century. But behind
the elite there were, in the Royal Flying Corps, many hundreds of other airmen who flew their hazardous
daily sorties in outdated planes without ever achieving fame. Here is the story of one of these unknown flyers
- a story based on letters written on the day, hot on the event, which tells of a young pilot's progress from
fledgling to seasoned fighter. His descriptions of air fighting, sometimes against the Richtofen Circus, of
breathless dogfights between Sopwith Pup and Albatros, are among the most vivid and immediate to come
out of World War I. Gould Lee brilliantly conveys the immediacy of air war, the thrills and the terror, in this
honest and timeless account. Rising to the rank of air vice-marshal, Gould Lee never forgot the RFC's
needless sacrifices - and in a trio of trenchant appendices he examines, with the mature judgment of a senior
officer of the RAF and a graduate of the Staff and Imperial Defense Colleges, the failure of the Army High
Command to provide both efficient airplanes until mid-1917 and parachutes throughout the war, and
General Trenchard's persistence in a costly and largely ineffective conception of the air offensive.

Whylah Falls
Royal Naval Air Service, 1912-1918
Describes the airplanes and experiences of outstanding aviation pioneers from Louis Bleriot, who flew the
English Channel in 1909, to the Viet Nam War hero, Randy Cunningham

Dazed and Confused
New light is shed on the largely misunderstood or ignored history of slavery in Canada through this portrait
of slave Marie-Joseph Angelique, who in 1734 was arrested, tried, convicted, and executed for starting a fire
that destroyed more than forty Montreal buildings. Simultaneous.
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